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During the 20th century, the beach startled t
symbols of Australian life. The beach represe
healthy sport – and it was open to all. In the in
Australian artists increasingly turned to it for

Among these artists was Charles Meere, who
1932/33, after living and studying art in his na
First World War [1]. While pursuing his Sydne
artist, exhibited widely and taught life-classe
considerable artistic and commercial success
Atalanta’s Eclipse , a neo-classical interpretatio

described him as "somewhat of a character, s
with a droll sense of humour" [2a].

Meere’s most famous work, Australian Beach P
heroic figures, but positions them in a novel –
1). Conceived and executed over the period 1

iconic status in Australia [3], becoming one of
NSW [4], appearing on book covers [5] and, as
artists. It was among the quintessential Austr

Opening Ceremony Program [6] and was inclu
held at the Royal Academy of Arts in London

Contact us

Fig 1 Charles Meere, Australian Beach Pattern (1940), o il o n

This painting, with its mixture of the strange
competing interpretations, ranging from the

article, we examine some of these interpreta
suggest that there may be additional ways in

A WARM CELEBRATION OF BEACH CULTUR

Meere’s work can be approached on a numbe
action-packed family day at the beach, an act
during the interwar period. If you venture a lit
countless others – that it is a “celebration” of
1930s trend to mythologise the Australian w

It seems odd that Meere, so classically traine
particularly enamoured with beach life. Accor
Robertshaw, “Charles never went to the beac
using one of Charles’ employees as a model fo

complete figure”[7]. If this is so, the descripti
reflection of how the painting has been perce

was intending [8].

A COLD CELEBRATION OF HEROIC RACIAL

Early critical commentary on the painting stru

formality and the casual fun normally experie
expressed stern disapproval of what they pe
formality. This led to the painting being descr
lacking in lyric feeling, prosaic, frigid, inhuman
overwrought nature of these criticisms, it is u
surprised by this. After all, he titled his work

Seaside . Meere spent over two years on comp
ensure that it was exactly as he wished, and h
been evident in his previous works. His work
circles, but it does not appear that this was M

More seriously, some later critics advanced a

even intentionally glorifies notions of racial p
between Pattern and the ideals of health and h
during the 1930s, where classical idealism wa
So, for example, Pattern has been described a
Australian life”[10], “a political statement abo
soaked eugenic argument" [12] with figures t
them [12A]. Among other comments collected
“eulogises national identity”, the figures are “

are “perfect in body and morally sanctified”. O
totalitarian art [13]. it would be interesting to
Dame Laura Knight's 1929 poster, The Yorksh
significant stylistic affinities (Fig 1A).

Fig 1A; Dam e Laura Knight, Th

It may be a stretch to describe Pattern as som
there is some objective evidence that this rea
some cases, commentators have come to reg

face-value reading of the painting and the fac
when these thoughts were current in German
possibly be right, but precisely why Meere wo
eugenic or racial views is not clear. He had ser
the First World War, and at the very time the
countries were yet again engaged in bitter fig
circumstances, as Eadie comments, it was har
“endorse the artistic or political vision of the

A similar objection may apply to unsupported
reflected, the rampant nationalism that swep
Sesquicentenary celebrations. Not every Aus

unbridled enthusiasm. Indeed, in some artisti

were openly mocked [15]. As Eadie has comm
had spent much of his life in England and Fran
anniversary (wow!) that he would be moved to
of Australians as the epitome of racial perfec

Some 50 years after Pattern appeared, some
resurfaced with Anna Zahalka’s photographi
highlights the gap between reality and myth b
regarded as revealing the “real” position – co
With an artificial backdrop of the sea, this hig
poses clearly reminiscent of Pattern, but with

characters stand about looking rather awkwa
preponderance of males, the sexes are more
beach ball has been made more central [17]. In
there are some more “ordinary” looking peop
the Anglo emphasis of Pattern, there is an emp
the foreground.

Fig 2: Anna Zahalk

Zahalka’s work therefore can be seen as upd
closely the demographic mix of Australia in th
however, Zahalka “has replaced one stereoty
more accurate image of our time but she cann
individuals instead of stereotypes. The peop
types”[18].

In addition to being a more modern updating
Zahalka’s work can also be seen as suggestin
Australia even back in the 1940s. If so, howev
refinement. Meere’s work was probably a fai
non-mix) of people likely to be seen on Austra
was practising the so-called “White Australia
continental Europe, let alone Asia, was still ye
Australian population were born overseas an

Great Britain and Ireland [19]. It can therefore
is concerned, Meere was to a significant exte

Of course, Zahalka’s work also can be seen as
Meere clearly idealised the smooth physique
mind the uncomfortable fact that Australians
many of them do today. However, even this c
using his classical bodies not as ideals, but for
more subtle message. It is to this possibility t

A WAKE-UP CALL FOR WAR?

In recent years, there have emerged some nu
Linda Slutzkin has hinted at its possible conne
composition with its heroic figures is more su
memorably describing the figures as “Spartan
this possible war connection, arguing that pre
literally and at face value, ignoring “such artis
irony”[21].

Eadie argues that the painting actually reflect

essentially political – Australia’s unpreparedn
draws on various compositional elements com
the Medusa (1819), such as the overlapping tri
such as the child waving his spade mirroring t
that the Raft was widely interpreted as “an ind
ship of state, abandoning the people to their
similarly “suggests that the Australian people

like the outcasts from the Medusa, ill-served
symbol of surrender, flies at the centre. The s

to be washed away, the only ship in sight is a t
helplessly and unwittingly awaiting the slaugh
burned?”[23].

The second theme, according to Eadie, is the
young men in the world-wide conflict. In supp
Child” group of figures in the left foreground
family – the artist (standing alone in the left b
son. Significantly, she suggests that, in accord
for which the son is reaching out represents t
Christ’s future sacrificial role in redemption f
round red shape is a recurring motif in the pa
seated woman, the open red bucket held by t
bucket in the lower left foreground, and in th
that the painting depicts the successive stage
suggesting that the boys from the infant up a
same pattern as Meere and his generation ha

Eadie’s intriguing suggestions, while closely a
question of their validity remains open. Howe
additional support from two quite differing s

SACRIFICE AND PERSONAL LOSS

For the first, sacrificial, theme, we can consid
own apprentice/student Freda Robertshaw. S
conception and execution of Pattern. Her own
while still under his tutelage and, presumably
inspired and influenced by Pattern, it presents
group is smaller, the painting is more tightly f
so that women predominate, the actions are
Pattern, is now clearly a cautionary, motherly

Fig 3: Freda Ro bertshaw, Australian

There is, however, one element in this paintin
mother at left is no longer lovingly restraining
forlorn, with the child lying lifelessly across h
the Pattern has somehow been transformed i
holding her dead son (Fig 4).

Fig 4: Michelangelo , Pietà (1498/9

If we accept that the original group was indee
work may therefore be a sobering reflection
died in late 1939, shortly before Pattern was e
that Australian Beach Scene is not just a feminis
executed more or less contemporaneously w
update or sequel to it, reflecting the situation
Eadie’s theme of loss and sacrifice – the Meer
disappearance of so many of the men from th
to face their own possible sacrifice .

UNPREPAREDNESS AND THE BATTLE OF CA

The other possible supporting evidence for E
theme, that of unpreparedness for war. We h
that Pattern was reminiscent of a Renaissance

candidate for this role, I would suggest Miche
also known as Bathers [26].

Michelangelo was commissioned to execute t
over the Pisans in the 1364 Battle of Cascina.
Leonardo’s Battle of Anghiari, with the two wo
Council Hall of the Palazzo della Signoria. As i

survived, Leonardo’s because he abandoned
Michelangelo’s because he never finished it, le

and some working drawings. Today, we know
through a copy of the cartoon of it executed

Fig 5: Aristo tile da Sangallo , Bathers / The

The painting depicts a rather bizarre scene of
for the fighting, have been bathing naked at a
They have been taken by surprise by a Pisan a
writhing melee to clothe and arm themselves
“one of the few episodes in medieval warfare
contrast to Leonardo’s work, which depicted

more like an idealised exercise in muscled ath
intermingled figures resemble a variety of ar

studies that has more to say about the histor
military past”[29].

It is tempting to suggest that this work, with i

have been in Meere’s mind when he was conce

interest in murals, it would have been natural
just as Michelangelo himself was inspired by c

[30]. Both artists’ works also share other elem
naked (or near naked) figures, the concentrat

postures, an obsession with form and the dep
extraordinarily complex tableau.

Both works also depict the scene as if the art
shore. Both depict limbs trailing in the water.

reversed, by the man in Pattern holding the su
figure at the far right on Battle recalls the wom

A further odd coincidence lies in the importan

paintings. Before Michelangelo’s Battle , carto
media, to be discarded or, at best, kept for fu

painting was done [31]. However, it appears t
Battle cartoon should also have a life in itself a

whether the “real” painting was ever complet
its contemporaries. Vasari noted how Michel

an extraordinary variety of extravagant pose
admiration and astonishment”, and that some

declared “that there has never been seen any
art”[32]. Michelangelo’s cartoon therefore ac

monument to the importance of drawing [33]

Like Michelangelo, Meere also produced an e
as a self-sufficient work of art. He actually ex

1939 Annual Exhibition, indicating not only th

also the significance that he attached to the c

It may also be that the educative role of Mich
generally in his role as an art teacher and mor

teaching piece for Freda Robertshaw. Finally,
an unpreparedness for war, the Battle provid

depiction of the bathers being caught totally
acts as "a cautionary [example] of the need fo

CONCLUSION

Charles Meere’s Australian Beach Pattern, with

intriguing work that seems to invite alternati
evidence of the painter’s intention seems to b

of those alternatives. Of course, what seems
interpretation of a painting often turns out to

Hopefully, those revisiting Pattern, or those s

sojourn, may be able to consider it with an op
may be considerably more to this work than m
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